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More Cellular Automata 

The pictures below show the rules used in the four cellular automata on

the facing page. The overall structure of these rules is the same in each

case; what differs is the specific choice of new colors for each possible

combination of previous colors for a cell and its two neighbors.

There turn out to be a total of 256 possible sets of choices that

can be made. And following my original work on cellular automata

these choices can be numbered from 0 to 255, as in the picture below.

But so how do cellular automata with all these different rules

behave? The next page shows a few examples in detail, while the

following two pages show what happens in all 256 possible cases. 

At first, the diversity of what one sees is a little overwhelming.

But on closer investigation, definite themes begin to emerge.

In the very simplest cases, all the cells in the cellular automaton

end up just having the same color after one step. Thus, for example, in

rule 30 rule 110

rule 250 rule 90

The rules used for the four examples of cellular automata on the facing page. In each case, these
specify the new color of a cell for each possible combination of colors of that cell and its immediate
neighbors on the previous step. The rules are numbered according to the scheme described below. 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 = 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 = 2

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 = 255

The sequence of 256 possible cellular
automaton rules of the kind shown
above. As indicated, the rules can
conveniently be numbered from 0 to
255. The number assigned is such that
when written in base 2, it gives a
sequence of 0’s and 1’s that correspond
to the sequence of new colors chosen
for each of the eight possible cases
covered by the rule. 
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rule 136 rule 137 rule 138 rule 139

rule 132 rule 133 rule 134 rule 135

rule 128 rule 129 rule 130 rule 131

rule 124 rule 125 rule 126 rule 127

rule 120 rule 121 rule 122 rule 123

rule 116 rule 117 rule 118 rule 119

rule 112 rule 113 rule 114 rule 115

rule 108 rule 109 rule 110 rule 111

rule 104 rule 105 rule 106 rule 107

rule 100 rule 101 rule 102 rule 103

Evolution of cellular automata with a sequence of different possible rules, starting in all cases from a single black cell. 
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rule 120 rule 121 rule 122 rule 123 rule 124 rule 125 rule 126 rule 127

rule 112 rule 113 rule 114 rule 115 rule 116 rule 117 rule 118 rule 119

rule 104 rule 105 rule 106 rule 107 rule 108 rule 109 rule 110 rule 111

rule 96 rule 97 rule 98 rule 99 rule 100 rule 101 rule 102 rule 103

rule 88 rule 89 rule 90 rule 91 rule 92 rule 93 rule 94 rule 95

rule 80 rule 81 rule 82 rule 83 rule 84 rule 85 rule 86 rule 87

rule 72 rule 73 rule 74 rule 75 rule 76 rule 77 rule 78 rule 79

rule 64 rule 65 rule 66 rule 67 rule 68 rule 69 rule 70 rule 71

rule 56 rule 57 rule 58 rule 59 rule 60 rule 61 rule 62 rule 63

rule 48 rule 49 rule 50 rule 51 rule 52 rule 53 rule 54 rule 55

rule 40 rule 41 rule 42 rule 43 rule 44 rule 45 rule 46 rule 47

rule 32 rule 33 rule 34 rule 35 rule 36 rule 37 rule 38 rule 39

rule 24 rule 25 rule 26 rule 27 rule 28 rule 29 rule 30 rule 31

rule 16 rule 17 rule 18 rule 19 rule 20 rule 21 rule 22 rule 23

rule 8 rule 9 rule 10 rule 11 rule 12 rule 13 rule 14 rule 15

rule 0 rule 1 rule 2 rule 3 rule 4 rule 5 rule 6 rule 7
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rule 248 rule 249 rule 250 rule 251 rule 252 rule 253 rule 254 rule 255

rule 240 rule 241 rule 242 rule 243 rule 244 rule 245 rule 246 rule 247

rule 232 rule 233 rule 234 rule 235 rule 236 rule 237 rule 238 rule 239

rule 224 rule 225 rule 226 rule 227 rule 228 rule 229 rule 230 rule 231

rule 216 rule 217 rule 218 rule 219 rule 220 rule 221 rule 222 rule 223

rule 208 rule 209 rule 210 rule 211 rule 212 rule 213 rule 214 rule 215

rule 200 rule 201 rule 202 rule 203 rule 204 rule 205 rule 206 rule 207

rule 192 rule 193 rule 194 rule 195 rule 196 rule 197 rule 198 rule 199

rule 184 rule 185 rule 186 rule 187 rule 188 rule 189 rule 190 rule 191

rule 176 rule 177 rule 178 rule 179 rule 180 rule 181 rule 182 rule 183

rule 168 rule 169 rule 170 rule 171 rule 172 rule 173 rule 174 rule 175

rule 160 rule 161 rule 162 rule 163 rule 164 rule 165 rule 166 rule 167

rule 152 rule 153 rule 154 rule 155 rule 156 rule 157 rule 158 rule 159

rule 144 rule 145 rule 146 rule 147 rule 148 rule 149 rule 150 rule 151

rule 136 rule 137 rule 138 rule 139 rule 140 rule 141 rule 142 rule 143

rule 128 rule 129 rule 130 rule 131 rule 132 rule 133 rule 134 rule 135
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rules 0 and 128 all the cells become white, while in rule 255 all of them

become black. There are also rules such as 7 and 127 in which all cells

alternate between black and white on successive steps.

But among the rules shown on the last few pages, the single most

common kind of behavior is one in which a pattern consisting of a

single cell or a small group of cells persists. Sometimes this pattern

remains stationary, as in rules 4 and 123. But in other cases, such as

rules 2 and 103, it moves to the left or right.

It turns out that the basic structure of the cellular automata

discussed here implies that the maximum speed of any such motion

must be one cell per step. And in many rules, this maximum speed is

achieved—although in rules such as 3 and 103 the average speed is

instead only half a cell per step.

In about two-thirds of all the cellular automata shown on the last

few pages, the patterns produced remain of a fixed size. But in about

one-third of cases, the patterns instead grow forever. Of such growing

patterns, the simplest kind are purely repetitive ones, such as those

seen in rules 50 and 109. But while repetitive patterns are by a small

margin the most common kind, about 14% of all the cellular automata

shown yield more complicated kinds of patterns.

The most common of these are nested patterns, like those on the

next page. And it turns out that although 24 rules in all yield such

nested patterns, there are only three fundamentally different forms that

occur. The simplest and by far the most common is the one exemplified

by rules 22 and 60. But as the pictures on the next page show, other

nested forms are also possible. (In the case of rule 225, the width of the

overall pattern does not grow at a fixed rate, but instead is on average

proportional to the square root of the number of steps.)

The behavior of all 256 possible cellular automata with rules involving two colors and nearest
neighbors. In each case, thirty steps of evolution are shown, starting from a single black cell. Note
that some of the rules are related just by interchange of left and right or black and white (e.g. rules 2
and 16 or rules 126 and 129). There are 88 fundamentally inequivalent such elementary rules.
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Repetition and nesting are widespread themes in many cellular

automata. But as we saw in the previous chapter, it is also possible for

cellular automata to produce patterns that seem in many respects

random. And out of the 256 rules discussed here, it turns out that 10

yield such apparent randomness. There are three basic forms, as

illustrated on the facing page. 

rule 150

rule 105

rule 22

rule 225 rule 225 (shifted)

rule 129

rule 60

Examples of cellular automata that produce nested or fractal patterns. Rule 22—like rule 90 from page 26—gives a pattern with
fractal dimension ; rule 150 gives one with fractal dimension . The width of the pattern
obtained from rule 225 increases like the square root of the number of steps. 

Log[2, 3] ; 1.59 Log[2, 1+
�!!!!

5 ] ; 1.69

Examples of cellular automata that produce patterns with many apparently random features.
Three hundred steps of evolution are shown, starting in each case from a single black cell. 
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rule 73

rule 45

rule 30
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Beyond randomness, the last example in the previous chapter was

rule 110: a cellular automaton whose behavior becomes partitioned into

a complex mixture of regular and irregular parts. This particular cellular

automaton is essentially unique among the 256 rules considered here:

of the four cases in which such behavior is seen, all are equivalent if one

just interchanges the roles of left and right or black and white.

So what about more complicated cellular automaton rules? 

The 256 “elementary” rules that we have discussed so far are by

most measures the simplest possible—and were the first ones I studied.

But one can for example also look at rules that involve three colors,

rather than two, so that cells can not only be black and white, but also

gray. The total number of possible rules of this kind turns out to be

immense—7,625,597,484,987 in all—but by considering only so-called

“totalistic” ones, the number becomes much more manageable.

The idea of a totalistic rule is to take the new color of each cell to

depend only on the average color of neighboring cells, and not on their

individual colors. The picture below shows one example of how this

works. And with three possible colors for each cell, there are 2187

possible totalistic rules, each of which can conveniently be identified

by a code number as illustrated in the picture. The facing page shows a

representative sequence of such rules. 

We might have expected that by allowing three colors rather than

two we would immediately get noticeably more complicated behavior.

1 0 0 1 2 1 0 = 777

Example of a totalistic cellular automaton with three
possible colors for each cell. The rule is set up so that
the new color of every cell is determined by the
average of the previous colors of the cell and its
immediate neighbors. With 0 representing white, 1
gray and 2 black, the rightmost element of the rule
gives the result for average color 0, while the element
immediately to its left gives the result for average
color 1/3—and so on. Interpreting the sequence of
new colors as a sequence of base 3 digits, one can
assign a code number to each totalistic rule. 
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code 1128 code 1131 code 1134 code 1137 code 1140

code 1113 code 1116 code 1119 code 1122 code 1125

code 1098 code 1101 code 1104 code 1107 code 1110

code 1083 code 1086 code 1089 code 1092 code 1095

code 1068 code 1071 code 1074 code 1077 code 1080

code 1053 code 1056 code 1059 code 1062 code 1065

code 1038 code 1041 code 1044 code 1047 code 1050

code 1023 code 1026 code 1029 code 1032 code 1035

code 1008 code 1011 code 1014 code 1017 code 1020

code 993 code 996 code 999 code 1002 code 1005

A sequence of totalistic cellular automata with three possible colors for each cell. Although their basic rules are more
complicated, the cellular automata shown here do not seem to have fundamentally more complicated behavior than the
two-color cellular automata shown on previous pages. Note that in the sequence of rules shown here, those that change the
white background are not included. The symmetry of all the patterns is a consequence of the basic structure of totalistic rules.
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But in fact the behavior we see on the previous page is not unlike what

we already saw in many elementary cellular automata a few pages back.

Having more complicated underlying rules has not, it seems, led to

much greater complexity in overall behavior. 

And indeed, this is a first indication of an important general

phenomenon: that at least beyond a certain point, adding complexity to

the underlying rules for a system does not ultimately lead to more

complex overall behavior. And so for example, in the case of cellular

automata, it seems that all the essential ingredients needed to produce

even the most complex behavior already exist in elementary rules.

Using more complicated rules may be convenient if one wants, say,

to reproduce the details of particular natural systems, but it does not add

fundamentally new features. Indeed, looking at the pictures on the

previous page one sees exactly the same basic themes as in elementary

cellular automata. There are some patterns that attain a definite size, then

repeat forever, as shown below, others that continue to grow, but have a

repetitive form, as at the top of the facing page, and still others that

produce nested or fractal patterns, as at the bottom of the page.

code 600 code 843 code 870 code 1086 code 1167 code 1329 code 1572 code 1815 code 1842

Examples of three-color
totalistic rules that yield
patterns which attain a certain
size, then repeat forever. The
maximum repetition period is
found to be 78 steps, and is
achieved by the rule with code
number 1329. In the pictures
shown here and on the following
pages, the initial condition used
contains a single gray cell. 
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code 966 code 1884

code 219 code 957

code 948 code 1749

code 237 code 420

Examples of three-color totalistic rules that yield patterns which grow forever but have a fundamentally repetitive structure.

Examples of three-color totalistic rules which yield nested patterns. In most cases, these patterns have an overall form that is
similar to what was found with two-color rules. But code 420, for example, yields a pattern with a slightly different structure. 
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code 2040

code 912

code 177

Examples of three-color totalistic rules that yield patterns with seemingly random features. Three
hundred steps of evolution are shown in each case. 
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In detail, some of the patterns are definitely more complicated

than those seen in elementary rules. But at the level of overall behavior,

there are no fundamental differences. And in the case of nested patterns

even the specific structures seen are usually the same as for elementary

rules. Thus, for example, the structure in codes 237 and 948 is the most

common, followed by the one in code 1749. The only new structure not

already seen in elementary rules is the one in code 420—but this occurs

only quite rarely. 

About 85% of all three-color totalistic cellular automata produce

behavior that is ultimately quite regular. But just as in elementary cellular

automata, there are some rules that yield behavior that seems in many

respects random. A few examples of this are given on the facing page. 

Beyond fairly uniform random behavior, there are also cases

similar to elementary rule 110 in which definite structures are

produced that interact in complicated ways. The next page gives a few

examples. In the first case shown, the pattern becomes repetitive after

about 150 steps. In the other two cases, however, it is much less clear

what will ultimately happen. The following pages continue these

patterns for 3000 steps. But even after this many steps it is still quite

unclear what the final behavior will be.

Looking at pictures like these, it is at first difficult to believe that

they can be generated just by following very simple underlying cellular

automaton rules. And indeed, even if one accepts this, there is still a

tendency to assume that somehow what one sees must be a

consequence of some very special feature of cellular automata.

As it turns out, complexity is particularly widespread in cellular

automata, and for this reason it is fortunate that cellular automata were

the very first systems that I originally decided to study. 

But as we will see in the remainder of this chapter, the fundamental

phenomena that we discovered in the previous chapter are in no way

restricted to cellular automata. And although cellular automata remain

some of the very best examples, we will see that a vast range of utterly

different systems all in the end turn out to exhibit extremely similar

types of behavior. 
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code 2049

code 1635

code 1041

Examples of three-color totalistic rules with highly complex behavior showing a mixture of regularity and
irregularity. The partitioning into identifiable structures is similar to what we saw in rule 110 on page 32. 
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code 1635
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code 2049
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The pictures below show totalistic cellular automata whose

overall patterns of growth seem, at least at first, quite complicated. But

it turns out that after only about 100 steps, three out of four of these

patterns have resolved into simple forms.

The one remaining pattern is, however, much more complicated.

As shown on the next page, for several thousand steps it simply grows,

albeit somewhat irregularly. But then its growth becomes slower. And

inside the pattern parts begin to die out. Yet there continue to be

occasional bursts of growth. But finally, after a total of 8282 steps, the

pattern resolves into 31 simple repetitive structures.

code 357 code 600 code 1599 code 2058

Examples of rules that yield patterns
which seem to be on the edge between
growth and extinction. For all but code
1599, the fate of these patterns in fact
becomes clear after less than 100 steps. A
total of 250 steps are shown here. 

 Three thousand steps in the evolution of the last two cellular automata from page 66.
Despite the simplicity of their underlying rules, the final patterns produced show
immense complexity. In neither case is it clear what the final outcome will be—whether
apparent randomness will take over, or whether a simple repetitive form will emerge.
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code 1599

Nine thousand steps in the evolution of the three-color totalistic cellular automaton with code number 1599. Starting from a
single gray cell, each column corresponds to 3000 steps. The outcome of the evolution finally becomes clear after 8282
steps, when the pattern resolves into 31 simple repetitive structures.




